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Well first, apologies for the lack of messages throughout the summer. Those of you who follow us on Facebook would have seen the pictures we managed to put on our page, but due to the tense nature of daylight saving time we couldn't get enough time to blog. However, rest assured that we are back!!
[...] A quick round last week and looking forward to the weekend. Mackerel shob shods are still about for the beach and boat angler, which in turn keeps some of the other species present. Beach: Last week saw catches of black bream, kambah, smooth hounds, bass, scad (horse mackerel), rays (wavy
last weekend saw a huge amount of mackerel on the beach again feeding shoals of baby herring and white baths. Catching mackerel in the hundreds and the weekend just gone saw Chesil Beach back on form, fishing was great! Beach: The water was boiling with large shoals of mackerel along the length
of the pebbles over the weekend. Catch messages about bream, smooth hounds, red gurnards and rays. Demetri with PB wavy rays 13lb7oz, along with this weather has withstood, and it is not only the weather that is hot! Fishing reports over the last couple of days have been great at Chesil beach with



Ferrybridge end fishing very well. Good reports on red gurnard and mackerel, which seem to be here now in very good numbers. Rays, smooth beach round up. Summer species have been arriving slowly over the past few weeks with gurnards being species that are more abundant than others. Reports of
a few plaice still come with water, being a little more settled and mackerel is still not in large numbers, but they ... With Chesil Beach having a bit of a kick over the weekend fishing reports were a bit rare. There has been a good amount of mackerel to be caught up to the weekend, hopefully this will be the
return we've all been waiting for! Regular customer Jamie sent this photo in, after the great sport of catching last month saw fishing to be great for some anglers and not so good for others. Mackerel is still hard to find with only a few showing, one angler spent 2.5 hours featherless without a single! The
best news is that the Smooth Hounds have been consistent, most people seem to have found them. [...] First, apologies for the long gap between blogs. Fishing was heterogeneous, Spider Crabs and now in May the water dominated the beach put most anglers and fish. Some anglers were, though, and
there have been reports of some Plaice and Smoothhounds running when the crabs ease off. Well, this week. Fishing has been steady for much of Chesil Beach at this point, The west end of the beach saw a consistent color in the water about 100 yards away. Over the past two weeks there have been
rays, Plaice, Dogfish and Pout caught. Local guide Paul Black and Korum Angler Chris Ponsford had a 20/1/2020 Morning all, hope everyone has had a good Christmas and a happy new year. Having just realized that it has been two months or so since the last post, the weather has not been the best
with the beach being almost completely unfishable for a few weeks at a time, with very small, narrow windows or opportunity. However, despite the weather, this winter is actually fishing well with a number of cod and coding around September, we had the Whiting Canal up to about 2 1/2lb to 3lb before
christmas. We had a very large amount of rays most of the way through the season along with the summer fish like the odd Smoothound. We even had a Black Bream showing as recently as this weekend. Not to mention the crazy Blue Skate that Till Hall only landed in the new year (go check out his
facebook profile pic for that). Blue Skate are American species that do not know to migrate over long distances to have one turn up to Chesil and for someone to catch one is a true mystery, it may have something to do with extremely mild weather this winter, but it is only a guess work. Last week we had
Storm Brendan, he battered Chesil with winds of up to 70mph and waves averaging around 5m with the odd freak wave reaching as high as 8m. Today, the water is flat as a pancake and is expected to be like this until the end of the coming weekend. This weekend caught damn well, cod is still about,
Bass, Rays and Black Bream all came out along Chesil. And that's it, we're open until this Sunday the 26th, after that I'm afraid we'll be closed for the annual time, we'll be back on Monday February 17th so until then, make the most of the weather, stay safe and hard line! 24/11/19 Hi hello, another short
report this week, you can thank all this wet and windy weather for that. There was a number of codling last weekend up to 5lb and a large amount of good sized channel Whiting up to 2lb. There was probably other fish caught, go check the pages like the UK Coastal Report, but it's more or less as much
as we've heard directly from anglers walking in. Dense lines! 18/11/19 hello everyone, this weekend three counties had a club match at Abbotsbury Beach and the result was pretty good. The number of cod/codling up to just over 8lb, good size whiting, 4lb Turbot, Gilthead bream and there are still plenty
of dogs pouting and conger swimming about. This is nice to see cod around yet, in the last few years cod cod was around maybe a month and a little before disappearing. Hopefully we'll have them for a while longer. And that's all for this week's report, just another standard, but overall weekends are
catching well, we'll see what this week brings. Dense lines! 11/11/19 hey as it happens, yes, I missed the week, I know. But things went a little quieter, there are still a few codling coming here and there, lots of whiting, doggy, pout, conger eel and sometimes sole. But the weather wasn't the best and the
water was still painted. Fortunately, the weather looks pretty good this week after Tuesday. This may be my shortest report yet, not really much to say, but I realized something was better than nothing. Tight line! 28/10/19 So, most of you will probably visit this page to see what we at Abbotsbury Fishing
Tackle have heard about lately, the better to ask this question last week that we haven't heard about. The mackerel returned to force last week, along with white bait. So much so that he was getting washed up on the beach for most of the week, and Bass went ballistic for him. Black Bream still shows
towards the end of Portland Chesil Beach mostly around the 1lb mark. Plaice and Sole went out to Cogden and West Bexington, and just as I was writing this report, one of our regular customers, Billy, was 1lb 12oz Sole from Bexy on our fresh rag. Photos on our Facebook page. Whiting also had about
large numbers, the odd codling here and there, we heard about a few rays and a smouthound or two. For the most part its been pretty wild on the beach, I've heard of the print of pitching fish anglers on receipt, and yes, I've heard of the colossal big tuna that was a video of jumping out of Chesil last week,
if you haven't seen it I highly recommend you do. It's on UK Shore Reports on Facebook, go check it out! Oddly enough, I just started hearing about the variety of species caught after I wrote my report last week, it would have been a little more exciting to report otherwise, but well. We had wind on Friday
and Saturday, waves of 4 to 7 meters at one point for two days. We haven't heard too much about what's still about, but hopefully he'll just pick it up right where it's left. What all this in mind is a hard line! 21/10/19 hi there, its been three weeks since the last report and to be honest its just more of the
same, cod comes out in decent numbers all over Chesil. But we've had something different lately, Ferry Bridge is still seeing Black Bream and Cogden still holding Sole. But for the most part we've had bad weather and colored waters for quite a few weeks, however this week we have a lot of calmer days,
we would see some kamba and maybe just MAYBE see more mackerel. Mackerel. that's all, I literally have nothing to talk about, many days in the last few weeks have been for the most part unfishable or absolutely tipping it off with rain. Tight Lines 30/9/19 Afternoon all I ment to write this early as well as
last week, but with the way the weather was turning/was I couldn't find much to write about. So we had some pretty bad weather, almost every day last week was unfishable with waves two to four meters high, but on odd occasions when the wind sn off a bit and you could fish there were cod caught.
Honestly, that's all I have. Seeing very few or zero people on most days last week I'm afraid I have nothing more to report. We have more bad weather today, more bad weather tomorrow (Tuesday), Wednesday and Thursday both look like good days and we'll have live baits for both days hopefully, but
then the weather goes bad again Friday and Sunday. All I see now is watch out for the weather, if this water is brown, then cod and bass should be there, just be careful if it's rough. Tight line! 16/9/19 Good morning all hope everything holds well, fishing has been pretty good since my last report. During
the previous weekend and last week there was plenty of Plaice and Sole in Cogden and West Bexington, there was a large number of Black Bream on the Dragon Teeth, which remains from Abbotsbury Beach. We've had Smoothound, Bass, Rays, Codling, Mackerel, Garfish, the list really goes on. With
all that in mind, please keep in mind that there are no billions of fish being caught, but there's really still a lot of variety to be about, but overall I'd say what the main fish is about at the moment. With the weather looking good this week we hope fishing should stay good too. As for mackerel, I think its safe to
say they're more or less back in! I had a lot of people last week over this weekend and this morning mention that they were mackerel or saw white bait getting washed up on the beach, so I think its worth a chuck again. You tend to find bass chasing shoals of mackerel, so if you use a Dexter wedge try to
get one over the shallows. Good luck and hard lines! 2/9/19 Another week, another very short fish report. The mackerel still seems to be almost non-existent compared to a few weeks ago, Plaice and Sole still coming out of Cogden as well as down on the latest cottages on Abbotsbury Beach. Still hearing
about Black Bream, bass, rays and the odd codling of most places on the beach (except infront of parking lots, it's an empty city), but overall things seem a little slow. All we have to offer at the moment is to make the most of the good weather. Dense lines! 27/8/19 In the afternoon all, a little slower week
this week, there were some good reports from Andrew Proudfoot and Kyle Blackmore, a few regulars, From Plaice, Sole, Bream and Rays. We've heard of a small amount of cod at night at weekends, but for the most part it seems like things are getting a little quieter, Mackerel seems hard going this
weekend whether it's due to the amount of people on the beach generating noise and sending them further or the shallows just thinning a bit, anyway they're hard work at the moment. We need another wind over the weekend, can color the water a bit and bring the cod back, or the forecast could change
and we'll get more of this lovely weather. A little more. Dense lines! 19/8/19 Hi hello, it's been a pretty good week since the last blog catch, cod have been coming out pretty regularly of all shapes and sizes, we have no stopping winds followed by quiet days followed by more wind and it's kept that water
right kind of dirty for them. Mackerel on the other hand seems to have suffered, they don't seem to be in the rooms they were before this storm, which makes sense with the color of the water. They're still there though, but don't expect to catch hundreds. On various lures we received Bass, Rays, Black
Ray, Odd Smouthound and, of course, cod. There were a lot of fish about too, pulled out of the storms and floating on the surface causing problems, but there is still fish being caught. Hopfully Mackerel will start coming again this week, it's a bit lumpy today, but the weather will suppose to calm down a lot
this week, we might start to see Plaice during the day and Salt at night, time will tell though. Have a good week all and a hard line!  12/8/19 Good afternoon, it was another interesting week, Mackerel arrived in large numbers and ended up getting washed up on the beach with a little white bait mixed in. It's
not the only bass report we heard about last week either, someone else with just under a dozen small bass, too small to hold, but bass, no less. Cod seems to be showing a little more now, since we had this storm over the weekend we had a few reports about them on Sunday when the wind calmed down
enough to fish. Since the water is still a very dirty color mackerel have been very difficult today, we can't see them in large quantities until the water is cleared and with lots of winds on the way, that may be some time yet. But at least it's good cod conditions. Tight line!  5/8/19 In the afternoon, just another
quick report. This wind we had last week seemed to bring Codling in, albeit mostly towards the end of Portland Chesil, near the ferry bridge. There was Black Bream about too in Abbotsbury last weekend and good catches of mackerel or all shapes and sizes. And was tuna caught off the beach, I'm not
sure what the views, weight or location are, but we have a picture of it on our facebook page so feel free to speculate. For us, it looks like he was caught in West Bexington, but then again, it's more speculation than fact. Anyway, sorry to make it very short, but it's all a bit new stuff that we know at the
moment. Happy fishing and narrow lines!  29/7/19 Tonight everyone, hope everyone had a good weekend, time for another catch report. Mackerel came last week in good numbers again, which is nice to see, but then we heard that those numbers fell again last weekend and today. Just goes to show that
they can be here one day and gone the next, you can't predict them and you should just keep trying! In other news, we still hear reports of Plaice, bass, rays and smooth dogs, although admittedly it seems a bit of a hit or miss, and not everyone is doing it well. But they are definitely there to have. One pair
of anglers went through the fleet in Langton Herring and nine species of fish, another gentleman told me this morning he had a big smooth dog on the weekend to the left of West Bexington. What both of these messages had in common, they were away from the people section of the beach to themselves.
And that's about it actually, catch reports have been slow, so trying to dial one of them a week is hard without making it sound too much like the previous one.  Also, there's big winds coming up tomorrow (Tuesday 8), a strong southwesterly 30-40 mph, strong enough to rough things out. It may be worth
fishing on Wednesday when the sea is calming done or even on Thursday, usually thiongs do improve immediately after the wind. Happy fishing and narrow lines!  15/7/2019 Good afternoon, it's been three weeks since the last blog/report, and a lot has happened. The weather was absolutely perfect,
most days were completely cloudless, we had good plaice reports in Abbotsbury, Freshwater and West Bay Beach. We heard about the odd bass, smooth hound and beams, mackerel were pretty decent too, it seems like you really have to work on them though. Black Bream started showing along the
beach to Portland, I hear the Rays were OK there too. With all that in mind, not everyone catches, I've had people mention how they fought to catch the fish that I'm talking about, just keep trying. It's always good to get away from the parking section of the beach to get away from the crowds! It's never a
good idea to fish with people casting side by side with each other, throwing each other's lines, causing problems and getting frustrated. Not to mention the sound that travels underwater from all those people on this part of the beach and the whole line in the water, it can't be a good thing. Most of the time
to get away from those requires a walk on the pebbles, but there are some places like Abbotsbury Beach where you can drive down the road to the back of the beach for a good mile or so, drop your gear, drive back to the parking lot and walk back. You can't park along this road though, it's too narrow. 
Unfortunately, there are no guarantees with fishing, but trying to get away from the crowd will help.   Good luck to you all and hard lines! 24/6/19 In the afternoon everything over the last week and a half has been quite exciting for a change. The weather has calmed down, may the water (plankton/algae
bloom) is cleared and things are starting to come about life. Since last week we have had several reports of Smoothound, Plaice, Bass and all the usual ray views we see from Chesil. One cracking report we heard about being to the teeth of the dragon, 8 Smoothound and 2 rays. The mackerel has been
shown a bit more and not in the huge quantities we can experience in July and August, but they are caught in good abundance, but you still have to work on them. We haven't heard much about spider crabs causing problems lately, but they will certainly be about. In fact it improved so much that even I
went down to ferry bridge at the weekend to try Mackereling's luck and walked away with half a dozen good dinner plates. Dense lines!  5/6/19 Good afternoon, it's time for another one, it's been a while longer than expected, but lately there hasn't been much shouting about so we'll keep this short and
sweet. First, May water. The trend this month seems to have been going on since last month where we get some really good weather and a day or two later it's nasty again. But thanks to the unpleasant weather may the waters seem to have mostly disappeared and driven most spider crabs into deeper
waters for now. The beach was still quiet, there are Smoothounds, Rays, Plaice and Bass around, but not many people were out fishing. And mackerel seems to be going through in small shobs yet, a few days we hear people catching a good amount in a short amount of time, but for the most part it's two
or three hear and there. That's it for now, thanks for reading, I'll be posting updates soon when we have something toot about, so far, take care and hard line! 6/5/19 Good afternoon, it's been a while since we posted one of them. The weather was very up and down, one week it's calm and warm and then
it's gale force winds and heavy rain. With a combination of bad weather mixed with hit and skip fishing in Abbotsbury and West Bexington, it was pretty quiet for us. Recently the situation has improved, Mackerel has been around in good numbers weekends, though overall they have been very spotty so
far this year. Plaice is still caught in good numbers and sizes at Cogden during calmer weather and Sole and smoothound are starting to make a good show. We also see different species of Ray coming to fish bait along much of Chesil. Spider Crab is finally here in force, we've had reports of many
anglers losing hooks to pests, but it's not all bad, they help bring in smooth dogs that have been caught on live peels, so it's not the end of the world. May the water next, it has been shown here and there in small patches during the sudden warm weather, but then it almost disappears and we hear nothing
about it for a few weeks. It shouldn't really effect fishing too much, it can affect Plaice fishing, but Smooth Dog and Ray don't seem to mind this too much, you can even catch Sole during the day if the water may be really thick. Just a few things we thought were worth sharing. Dense lines. 25/03/19 After a
slow start to the year with two weeks of back-to-back winds after Chesil in a quieter part of the year, it's safe to say things are finally springing back into action, including us. A week of calm weather and muddy water was slow to begin with, people gradually traveling down to see what they could pull out.
We had reports of several kinds of rays and codling, along with lots of doggies and big pouts. As the water began to clear up midweek we started to receive reports of a good amount of good sized braid from West Bexington and Cogdon, and that continued into the weekend. The plaice that were out were
good size and weight, not the almost transparent look they don at this time of year. With warmer and calmer weather coming all week this week we can only hope it continues, we all need it! 07/01/19 C chirstmas was a large amount of cod about in all shapes and sizes, the largest we heard was about
fifteen and a half pounds. most reported were smaller, about four to six pounds. Since the cod slowly disappears, we think it may be due to the shods of small white bait spotted a mile from Portland. Overall the weather was very mild for this time of year, as shown in the reports of Black Bream, a summer
view of being caught in and around the chirstmas down on the Ferry Bridge part of Chesil Beach. In addition, we have heard of a fair amount of different species of ray being caught from the checkpoint and towards Chesil Cove, West Bexington also saw a small amount of rays, but not in the same amount
as in the direction of Portland. More recently we had reports of the beginning of Plaice down in West Bay Beach. Other than that there was the odd bass around and certainly not Ordinary dogs, pout, whiting and boot straps (little eel). Eel). So, concludes the Abbotsbury Fishing Tackles Report on the
latest catches, we'll try to keep this up to date and post a new general report here once a week or so. I must admit that we are coming to the end of the winter fishing season, and in February we will close for a few weeks. Good luck to everyone and hard lines! Line!
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